Abstract-This paper presents a new methodology for the image segmentation and character recognition from standard Indian License number plates. Firstly it gets input of the segmented characters that is partitioned by our pixel Clustering partitioning method, in which we eliminate similar part from the character and match it by judging template and return identified character. This partitioning may be applied horizontally or vertically. Decision that the characters are partitioned horizontally or vertically depends on their subgroup. Before sub grouping we have to group the characters on the basis of the number of holes in it and then we subgroup on the basis of some similar features like | , / , \ , _ , ( , -, etc. If we have alphabet T and I where similar portion is I then both will go to same subgroup and we partition it horizontally. This method eliminates the problem of confusion between similar looking elements like C, G and T, I, 1, J etc by exploiting the small but important differences among them.
INTRODUCTION
At present, a vital part in transportation is played by vehicles. In recent years, the usage of vehicles has been increasing on account of population growth and human needs. Hence control of vehicles is becoming a huge problem that is hard to solve [1] .
An image processing technology called License Plate Recognition (LPR) that is used to identify vehicles by their license plates is a kind of automatic vehicle identification [2] .
Image acquisition, license plate detection, character segmentation and character recognition are four major phases of License Plate Recognition [3] [4] . Several areas including traffic volume control, unsupervised park monitoring, traffic law enforcement and auto toll collections on highways extensively use license plate recognition applications [5] [6] . In this we introduce a new algorithm for character extraction and recognition based on based on fuzzy logic and analyzing some pattern recognition based works.
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RELATED WORKS W Ping -Wen Ong et al. uses a special space-variant sensor based on complex log mapping to do character recognition in real scenes. This paper solves the problem where the workspace are variant such as some where no space between characters or some where one or more spaces is there and for this purpose it uses a space variant sensor that allow to coverage of a large workspace, but which provide a high resolution area in a small central (foveal) region whose resolution is a monotonically decreasing function of distance from the center of the sensor [7] . Da Rocha Gesualdi et al focused on the usage of the PCA in the recognition of character images. The main motivation for using principal components is to evaluate whether the relevant features for the classification task can still be extracted from a reduced number of components, which, in addition, may reduce the complexity of the neural classifiers Splitting the classification task into two, two expert neural classifiers were designed, one focusing on the identification of digits and another on letters. Both neural networks were trained with back propagation method and had a single hidden layer. This is specially designed for Brazilian license plate [8] . Mi-Ae Ko et al. proposed the method for recognizing is constructed from a feature-based approach, parameterized by an affine invariant parameters and the affine invariant features. Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed method is simple and robust, particularly when objects are heavily distorted with strong perspective view [9] .
Fei Lu et al focused on extra dot appear in the license plate, this extra "dot" can completely affect the "shape descriptors", and confuse the recent character recognition methods . Solution propose by the author is first calculate the first a rough mean height is obtained , then pattern matching, with an XOR-based kernel, is used to find the precise bounding volume of the original character. Note that using the XOR-based kernel can improve the performance of the system drastically [10] . J1an-xia Wang et al. focused on the time complexity for template matching procedure. In this paper, license plate characters arrangement is as X1X2 • X3X4X5X6X7, where X1 is Chinese characters, it is shortened forms of the Chinese provinces and cities, X2 is the English letter, it is the licensing authority department code,X3X4X5X6X7 is the combination of English letters and numbers. In order to enhance recognition speed and recognition rate, an improved template matching method is presented [11] . A large and growing literature has been investigated and published on the Artificial intelligence and specially the Automatic vehicle number plate detection and vehicle number extraction. Automatic vehicle number plate detection and vehicle number extraction field and its application attracted many researchers to search and develop systems which can process images and get the useful information from them. This task is challenging due to the diversity of plate formats and the non uniform outdoor illumination conditions during image acquisition. Several techniques have been used to implement that job such as artificial neural network, template matching and fuzzy logic etc. This paper uses combination of both fuzzy logic and template matching to solve the problem of automatic vehicle number plate detection and vehicle number extraction [12] . We proposed a novel method to recognize vehicle number plate elements which are captured by any camera.
IV. METHODOLOGY
The flow chart of the proposed system is shown in Fig.1 .The first step is vehicle number plate detection which is followed by character and number segmentation, feature extraction & recognition of the extracted feature and character recognition [12] [13] [14] . In preprocessing we capture the image (Fig. 2 ) and convert it to gray image shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows the result of canny edge detection method and Fig. 5 depicts the output after vehicle number plate extraction. 
A. Preprocessing(Vehicle number plate extraction)

B. Vehicle Number Plate Elements Segmentation
Preprocessing Various preprocessing steps used are:
• Converting image to gray scale image-In photography and computing, a grayscale digital image is an image in which the value of each pixel is a single sample that is, it carries only intensity information. Images of this sort, also known as black-white, are composed exclusively of shades of gray, varying from black at the weakest intensity to white at the strongest. Image is converted to gray scale image.
• Converting image to black and white image -This image format also stores an image as a matrix but can only color a pixel black or white (and nothing in between). It assigns a 0 for black and a 1 for white.
• Removing all objects smaller than 100 pixels -In this step we use bwareaopen function to remove the small object which is present in number plate like dots of nut-bolt in the plate and other objects which is smaller then 100 pixels.
C. Removing extra area from left and right by detection of first and last columns for each character and number
The first step in segmentation process is to cutoff the background from each character and number from the license plate. We use vertical scanning to detect first and last columns for each character and number is conducted before horizontal scanning as explained in Algorithm .Vertical scanning is done before horizontal scanning because if skewness is present in the input image then its effect will be minimized. This improvement will reduce the error of first and last columns and rows which has been uncounted using our first approach. Vertical scanning (column by column) will be done to detect the first and last columns or each component and cut the area in between to separate the license information from background (shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 
V. ROLE OF NEURAL NETWORK AND FUZZY LOGIC
In this paper we use fuzzy relations and Neural network for differentiating similar looking characters and then identifying correct alphabet [15] [16] [17] . First, we use fuzzy relations for identifying the similar looking alphabets i.e. similarity relation and then group them into single classes or in groups. Similarity relation means any fuzzy binary relation that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, while equivalence relations clearly groups elements that are equivalent under the relation into disjoint classes. The similarity relation can be considered to effectively group elements into crisp sets whose members are "similar " to each other to some specified degree of parameter . When this degree is equal, the grouping is than an equivalence class. For each elements of x in X, we can define a crisp set A x , which contains all the elements of X that are related to x by the equivalence relation.: A x = { y|(x , y) ε R(X,X)}, A x is clearly a subset of X. The element x is itself contained in A x due to the reflexivity of R ; because R is transitive and symmetric , each other member of A x is related to all the other members of A x .Furthermore , no member of Ax is related to any element of X is not included in A x . This set A x is referred as an equivalence class of R(X,X) with respect to x.
Each similarity relation is associated with the set Π(R ) = {Π (R α ) | α ε Λ α } of partitions .Here α is a degree of similarity and R α is a α -cut . In our methodology applied ,first we check the similarity relation with the help of Parameters (no. of holes ) and then we group them in to equivalence classes , like two hole class (B , 8), one hole class(P , R ,9 etc) and zero hole class(G , C) and then again in this we pick the confusing characters from this equivalent classes and again check the similarity relation with some other parameter symbols like | , / ,\ , _ like (X ,A , Y ) and then and according to similarity degree we put them into the equivalent classes . After applying fuzzy relations on alphabets we clearly get the equivalent classes and then using neural network technique for identifying the exact character on training set of data [16] [17] . A neural network (NN) is an artificial network model, which emulates the cerebral nerve network in the brain [18] .A typical NN is a Multilayer feed forward neural network trained by the popular back-propagation method [13] . The goal of the training process is to find the set of weight values that will cause the output from the neural network to match the actual target values as closely as possible. All neural networks have an input layer and an output layer, but the number of hidden layers may vary as per requirement. When character domain could be obtained, we can perform character recognition in high accuracy by a neural network. Fig. 8 shows Multilayer feed forward neural network with two hidden layers and four total layers:
Input Layer
Hidden Layer Output Layer the whole process is described in Algorithm 2. This result will help to extract image features easily. Grouping the numbers and characters on the basis of holes (Euler Number)-First step is to calculate the no of holes for each character and number image and give them some number 1, 0.-1. This number is calculated, the number of connected elements (always equal to one) minus the number of holes. Three groups will result from this step as follows:
• Number equal to 1 -This group contains C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z. It also contains the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7.
• Number equal to 0 -This group contains A, D, O, P, Q and R and it contains number 4, 6 and 9.
• Number equal to -1 -This group only contains character B and number 8.
It is clear that this grouping process will increase system accuracy of recognizing characters and numbers and it will also reduce the time of recognition process [12] . For E, the number of holes is 0, so the Euler number can be calculated as:
Euler no. of E=1-no. of hole=1-0=1 For A, the number of holes is 1, so the Euler number can be calculated as:
Euler no. of A=1-no. of hole=1-1=0 For B, the number of holes is 2, so the Euler number can be calculated as:
Euler no. of B=1-no. of hole=1-2=-1 This process continues for all other characters and different Euler groups are classified [10] [11] [12] .
B. Character and number recognition
Here we use a new methodology in which the characters are separated into subgroups on the basis of their similarity or different physical appearance. Euler group 1 is divided into the following subgroups
• Subgroup C: consists of C and G;
• Subgroup E: Consists of E and F;
• Subgroup K: Consists of K, X and Y;
• Subgroup I: Consists of I, T, J and 1;
• Subgroup S: Consists of 5 and S. Euler group 2 is divided into the following subgroups:
• Subgroup O: consists of O and Q;
• Subgroup P : consists of P and R. Remaining elements are not categorized into any subgroup and have a separate template for each of them.
Each group has a template; the template that matches with the input the most decides the group of the character. The subgroup is decided on the basis of indexes calculated by formulae: Index of a particular template = (Number of pixels that matched with that template) / (Total number of pixels in that template)
The subgroup whose template has highest index with respect to the character is chosen as the subgroup. Once, we get the subgroup then the physical characteristics of each element that differentiate it from other elements are used to identify the element. For example: In Subgroup E: E and F are members of this subgroup. The template shown in Fig. 9 is used to check, if the input belongs to this group then the template shown in Fig. 10 is used to detect if the input is E or F as this template is a part of E but not F. The total number of clustring of pixels in the upper half of I is almost equal to that of lower half,but in the case of T is 60% more than that in the lower half,this feature is used to differentiate betweem I & T.Thus, the overall,efficiency of the system is increased by implementing this fuzzy logic. Another algorithm for post processing for detection of characters and numbers is as under: c=1 //c is the number of connected components (always equal to one); h= number of holes in character e=c-h The evaluation of the proposed technique, when the bipartitioned images are given to the algorithm proposed the characters have been recognized. The results are shown in the Table I . We have proposed a new method for character recognition which very effectively eliminates the problem of confusion between characters of same type like C & G which the previous algorithms were not able to do with high precision. Initial experiments have shown success in differentiating between similar looking characters. The above mentioned method inspite of being very effective on standard number plate suffers with the disadvantage that it is not usefull on those plate which use non-standard characters to represent the vehicle's registration number. When evaluating with different license plate characters, the technique has recognized the characters with an accuracy rate of 95%. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The achieved accuracy rate is remarkable and will make the technique to apply in the concerned applications. Ways to implement the above mentioned character recognition algorithm on non-standard vehicle number plates are still to be found. Also,the above mentioned algorithm doesnot gives optimum result when skewness is present in the detected vehicle number plate,the efficiency of the vehicle number plate detection algorithm used in this paper limits the efficiency of the total system.
